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PREPARING FOR TURF STRESSES IN 1989
By James M. Latham, Director
Great Lakes Region
USGA Green Section
Golf course superintendents must have more
opportunities to learn than anyone in golf or in the
turfgrass industry as a whole, and righlty so because
there are so many facets of the game which demand
their attention. In the gentler days, greens were
everything as long as a golfer could drive a peg into
the tee and the fairways were cut once or twice a
week. Those days are gone forever and some Turf
Advisory Service visits today are more involved in
bunker quality than putting quality. What a fine
compliment to those superintendents’ turf managing
abilities.
Even so, we still do not know how to grow quality
grass without leaves. Ultra close mowing does a great
job of defoliation which reduces the photosynthetic
potential of the turf. It is necessary, then, to
determine the minimum TRUE mowing for the turf
species and cultivar involved. Some cultivars were
selected under a quarter-inch height of cut. Bench
settings are the published part of the story and vary
from machine to machine. The only gauge we have is
the consistent trueness of line and the drag on a ball
as it rolls after being struck.
Putting consistency is greatly enhanced by light
and frequent topdressing, the control of fertility and
good water management. Fertility control should be
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the most easily managed factor. We have the
information on nitrogen patterns of most sources and
should be able to plan accordingly. Every nitrogen
component of blended fertilizer must be taken into
account when programming applications through the
growing season, since their conversion to nitrates may
depend on soil temperature, soil moisture and soil air
(the source of oxygen needed for the conversion of
ammoniates to nitrates).
Vargas has pointed out the depletion of soil after
sulfur application to near-anaerobic soils. Its conver
sion to sulfate depletes the soil oxygen further and
then anaerobic bacteria convert the sulfates to
sulfides which results in the formation of black layer.
He suggests the application of nitrates as a source of
oxygen for the anaerobic bacteria. This nitrogen, of
course, will be lost as a gas through the process of
dentrification under anaerobic conditions. Would
not the same oxygen demand occur during the
nitrification of ammonium in the soil?
The point here is a constant need for a supply of
oxygen in the soil for these and other biological
processes in the soil. This is a reason why high sand
content greens performed so well last summer. Water
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Country Club
Greens Grade
Gold Cup quality fo r great-looking
greens, tees & fairw ays.
• Small Homogeneous
Granulation
• Summer Fertilizers
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A fast and agile performer on the greens with a unique
ability to be changed quickly into a spiker or thatcher.
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FACT FINDING NOT FAULT FINDING
President George Bush has been emphatic in
challenging his newly appointed environmental lead
ers to “chart a course of environmental activism.”
Bush indicated recently that he was not only interest
ed in pressing civil suits, but that criminal prosecu
tions would be a part of his drive to clean up the
environment.
Every industry must carefully analyze its practices
to assure strict adherence to guidelines and demon
strate “moral” responsibility in protecting workers
and the environment.
Golf course superintendents, as a group, have long
recognized the seriousness of the health and environ
mental issues associated with modern golf course
operations. The Golf Course Superintendents Asso
ciation of America, however, has recognized the need
to take aggresive measures to stay ahead of the wave
of environmental concern.
With that in mind, GCSAA recently introduced a
member benefit program with Hall-Kimbrell En
vironmental Services, Inc., one of the nation’s
leading environmental engineering and analytical
firms, to help superintendents respond. The GCSAAHall-Kimbrell Environmental Compliance Assistance
Program provides golf course superintendents a
means to identify areas of operations affected by
environmental regulations and identify changes that
should be implemented to achieve compliance.
“This is an important program for every golf course
in America because no course can afford not to assess
every area of its operations,” said Dennis D. Lyon,
CGCS, GCSAA president. “Our main goal is for
superintendents to develop a high degree of industry
involvement — but there’s also a very real payoff in
dollars that superintendents will realize in improved
management efficiency and reduced liability ex
posure.” Lyon added that one fine or incident would
vastly overshadow the nominal cost of the self audit.
The self-audit package gives superintendents a
unique opportunity to act on their own. If a
regulatory agency was to evaluate the same issues,
violations would be reported and dealt with through
legal channels. The self audit allows superintendents
to evaluate their practices on their own and make
modifications accordingly.
The Hall-Kimbrell/GCSAA Self-Audit Package
consists of a 30-minute videotape program that
outlines eight common areas of regulation and the
regulatory self audit. The self audit is a book
containing more than 500 questions that allows the
superintendent to easily and concisely report his
practices in an answer booklet.
Completion of the self audit generally requires
about eight hours of a superintendent’s time. Most
have found it better to split the time over a week or so
rather than attempt to move through it from start to
finish in one session.

The answer booklet is forwarded to Hall-Kimbrell,
where it is scanned by a computer to summarize and
sort the data provided by the superintendent.
Hall-Kimbrell scientists and environmental experts
then review the data and compile a detailed report on
the course’s practices and how well they meet the
applicable regulations. The report also contains
concise overviews of regulations, phone numbers and
addresses for federal and state agencies that issue and
enforce the regulations and information on state
programs that vary significantly from federal re
quirements.
The response report not only tells superintendents if
they are in compliance, it also helps them evaluate
procedures and management practices.
The self audit is not a fault-finding tool, but rather a
fact-finding tool,
explains Hall-Kimbrell Project
Manager Steve Wharton “People may have a natural
tendency to provide what they expect are the ‘desired
responses’ rather than the honest answers. The value
of the package is in the superintendent’s review of the
resulting reports based on actual situations.”
The self-audit and regulatory compliance efforts are
not a “one-shot” effort. Existing regulations are often
mentioned and stress periodic review of management
practices as new regulations continue to be intro
duced.
One of GCSAA’s considerations in selecting HallKimbrell was the firm’s commitment to an ongoing
effort. The self audit serves as a prerequisite for
follow-up services that include annual update pro
cedures. By periodically updating the audit, it
becomes a dynamic management tool for continual
evaluation of practices, taking into account new
products, regulations and training requirements.
The entire program and its follow-up mechanisms
are designed to help superintendents become better
managers. For more information or details on order
ing the self-audit package, contact the GCSAA
Membership Department.

SITES OF FUTURE GCSAA
1992 - New Orleans
1993 - Atlanta
1994 - Houston

1995 - San Francisco
1996 - Open
1997 - Las Vegas

JULY 25 -1989 Midwest Regional Field Day, Purdue
Agronomy Farm, contact Barb Meyer (313) 494-7221
NOVEMBER 28-30 - Turfgrass and Ornamental
Chemical Seminar, Purdue University, Contact Barb
Meyer (317) 494-7221.
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GCSAA
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GOLF COURSE
PESTICIDE USE

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
ON GOLF COURSES

Finding: Pesticides used on golf courses are not a
threat to human health. The best available scientific
evidence demonstrates that these pesticides are both
safe and effective, especially when used by trained
professionals such as golf course superintendents.
Golf course superintendents have specific health and
economic incentives to use chemicals appropriately.
More than any other members of a community,
applicators are exposed to the chemicals they use.
Safety and cost considerations ensure pesticide use
will occur only as necessary.
Overall Safety: Of the 150 acres which comprise a
typical golf course, only about six acres (greens and
tees) are regularly treated with pesticides. 1 Fairways
comprise an additional 30 acres, and are usually
treated on a seasonal basis or as necessary, in the case
of servere pest damage.
According to Dr. Richard Cooper, a turfgrass
specialist at the University of Massachusetts,“There is
no evidence that turf pesticides pose chronic risks to
the p u b l i c . I n fact, the background level of natural
carcinogens in food, radon gas and even cosmic rays
is a much more significant public health risk.
Dr. Bruce Ames, chairman of the Department of
Biochemistry at the University of California-Berkley,
finds that average daily consumption of peanut
butter or raw mushrooms, for instance, poses cancer
risks 75 to 200 times greater than the potential
hazards of even banned pesticides like ED B.3
Water Quality: Pesticides used on golf courses do
not leach into groundwater supplies. Dr. Stuart Z.
Cohen, a pesticide residue chemist and former
Ground Water Team leader at the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), notes that pesticides typi
cally used on golf courses do not have the undesirable
characteristics of high persistence, high toxicity or
high mobility. 4 Results from an ongoing EPA-funded
study being undertaken at Cape Cod in Massachu
setts demonstrate that golf courses and clean groundwater do coexist. This is particularly good news
because the Cape Cod sample with its shallow
groundwater, sandy soils and high recharge rate
serves as a“worst case” estimate of potential pollu
tion. 5
The“thatch layer” unique to turfgrass cover provides
an additional and effective barrier against groundwater contamination. Dr. Harry Niemczyk of Ohio
State University has found that in addition to
accelerating the biodegradation of some chemicals,
thatch intercepts up to 99% of recovered pesticide
residues in turf. 6
Finally, because turfgrass prevents soil erosion, golf
course actually decrease environmental damage re
sulting from sedimentation and stormwater runoff.

FINDIN G: Golf courses have traditionally served as
sanctuaries for many forms of animal life. While
wildlife can pose problems for golfers and golf course
developers, with proper monitoring and planning,
golf courses and “nature’s own” can coexist comfort
ably side by side.
W ILD LIFE AND THE GO LF COURSE: Bird
watchers have long known that golf courses are
especially attractive to many varieties of birds. In the
1920’s, the National Association of Audubon Societies
published the pamphlet “Golf Clubs as Bird Sanctu
aries.”! More recently, Dr. Ron Kendall, director of
the Institute of Toxicology at the Huxley College of
Environmental Studies in Bellingham, Washington,
noted golf courses “happen to be excellent bird
sanctuaries with their variety of terrain and foliage
and their water.”2 Golf courses have often provided
bird houses in order to attract species that will serve
as an environmentally safe form of pest control.”3
Nevertheless, birds and other animals such as
skunks, raccoons, deer, elk, and even alligators can
pose a variety of problems for golf course customers
and employees. These range from simple nuisances
such as goose droppings on greens to more serious
threats such as infestation with Lyme disease and
rabies.
Fortunately, a variety of measures are available that
can control such problems without harming the
animals in any way. As Jeffrey Marley, a professional
authority on wildlife control, explains: “to prevent
damage, wildlife must be controlled with devices and
techniques that are biologically, environmentally and
economically valid, effective and practical. Control
measures must be within the law.”4 Such methods
include aversion and diversion techniques, including
the use of bad-tasting food and noisemakers. For big
game such as elk, natural areas can be left in the
development of the course to attract them. Marley
concludes that control of wildlife is simply a matter of
good environmental management — “the golf course
superintendent’s forte. ”5
W ILD LIFE AND G O LF COURSE D EVELO P
MENT : A different kind of problem occurs in golf
course development as the developer encroaches on
what used to be a natural habitat. But golf courses,
especially when compared to other kinds of develop
ment, are uniquely suited to cope with this difficulty.
Since developers wish to take advantage of the
natural beauty of the terrain, they have an incentive
to preserve animal habitats. The experience of golf
course development in the desert bears this out. The
Del E. Webb Corp. halted construction of a golf
course in Tuscon, Arizona for 55 days until baby
hawks in a nest near a fairway were ready to fly. 6
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3 H.P. to II H .P.: Blowers «hat w ork up a storm !
VACUUMS
• 3 .5 H.P. to 11 H.P.

TRUCK LOADERS
• 5 H.P. to 11 H.P.
Prices start at $1069.00

Prices start at $499.00
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UNDER THE GUN
WITH
TURF PROBLEMS?
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\Great Laibes Minerals Co.
Trap&
Topdressing Sands
CONTROLLED TO USGA SPECIFICATIONS
GREAT LAKES' TOPDRESSING SAND IS
AVAILABLE IN TRUCKLOAD QUANTITIES.
ALSO AVAILABLE - TRAP AND SPECIALTY SANDS.

G

EVANS MINING CORPORATION
1900 RICHMAN ROAD - SMITH'S CREEK, MICHIGAN 48074
1-800-332-3294
367-3021
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WHAT DOES THE PHYSICAL SOIL TEST MEAN TO YOU?
Judith Ferguson Gockel
Agri-Systems of Texas, Inc.
A sheet of laboratory values without an interpreter
can be as obscure as the Greek alphabet; it has
meaning, but requires more information to use
effectively.
A lab report is a prediction of the conditions you will
have to live with on your golf course. Each of the
values, and their meaning in combination, provides a
picture of future greens behaviors. Intelligent antici
pation of known potentials can be the difference in
success and failure over the long term.
There are five basic values which are used as criteria
for the recommendation of a seedbed mixture. These
values are capillary pore space, non-capillary pore
space, plus total pore space, which is determined by
combining the two, water retention, bulk density,
and infiltration/percolation/permeability.
Any soil structure has three basic parts: soil solids,
water, and air. The ratio of each to the others is what
is being reported. How these components interact as
ratios, and the varying behaviors observed, permit
prediction.
The first value is capillary pore space. This
comprises the water film which surrounds and
connects each particle in a soil structure. This water
is not available to the plant, and cannot be mowed
downward by gravity, due to offsetting surface
tension which holds it in place. If a given sand is
quite fine, with a substantial soil component, the
value for capillary pore space would quite high. A
coarse, clean sand would have very low capillary
pore space, since there is much less surface area
present to hold a film.
Capillary pore space can be affected by several
things. Altitude acts to increase it; there is less
atmospheric pressure acting on the water film, so it
would be thicker around each particle. If you have a
course with elevations above 4000 feet, this may have
a bearing on certain problems. If you use a wetting
agent, you decrease the surface tension, and so lower

the capillary pore space by making the film thinner
around each particle. The usual numerical ranges
considered acceptable for this value are from 15% to
24% .
Non-capillary pore space is the amount of air space
between the solids, with their capillary water film;
the free water which moves into these pores provides
usable water for the plant, as well as being an air
source for plant roots when the structure is drained.
This value is acceptable in ranges from 16 to 25 % of a
good greens mixture.
In a soil mixture, the values of capillary and
non-capillary pore space offset each other. While this
is not invariable, generally a mix that has high values
in one type of pore space will have low values in the
other. Many of the better mixes have a fairly
balanced ratio of pore space types.
The two values are added to obtain total pore space.
This usually ranges between 35 % total pore space to
45% total pore space in a mix of materials for a
green. The pattern of these values gives us part of the
picture necessary to decide what will be a good mix,
and what will be a poor one.
The next value to be considered is water retention.
Water retention differs from capillary pore space in
that we are measuring both that value plus the
absorbency of (primarily) the organic component.
This is a very important consideration; high water
retentions can promote fungal disease, weaken root
systems, and be a forerunner of black layer condi
tions. Water retentions which are too low mean
droughty conditions, and an excessive need for water.
The overall ranges for water retention are between
11.5% and 18% although few Southern or Western
courses should consider ranges over about 15% total
water retention, unless unusual conditions dictate the
necessity.
Bulk density is the weight of a known volume of
C O N T IN U E D P A G E 2 3
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Superintendents Vary On Support For New
Mechanic ‘Peer Groups’
by Larry Kieffer
most complex missiles.
“The precision with which a mechanic adjusts his
machines is a major factor in determining the quality
of the putting surface.” Williams says. “We used to
measure cutting height in eights of an inch. Now we
have it calibrated in thousandths!”
That kind of training should be available in local votech schools. The industry, led by manufacturers and
the technical schools, must start developing standards
and training teachers.
And if training is important, certification is even
more so. It’s not enough for the local vo-tech school to
have “a good reputation.”
In the first place, while the mechanic might come
from the local area, the odds are increasing every day
that the superintendent does not. As the superinten
dent’s image as a manager increases, so does his
mobility. His key technicians — mechanic, irrigation
specialist, chemical technician — must have creden
tials that are valid from one end of the country to the
other.
In the second place, not all mechanics need formal
training, particularly those fortunate enough to
apprentice under an old pro. A universally recog
nized means of evaluating and certifying their skills
would increase job security and promote career
advancement for the craft’s top practitioners.
Standardized training and certification could best
be achieved through some kind of national trade
organization, right now a long-range goal of a few
farsighted mechanics and instructors in Flordia, the
Carolinas and Illinois. Perhaps “dream” would be a
better word than “goal.”
“We want to take this one step at a time,” says B.J.
Cannon, instructor of mechanics at Lake City
Community College. Cannon colleague Jim Lones
and senior instructor Ed Combest are helping North
Florida mechanics form a local association. If they
are successful, that will give Florida three such
organizations (the other two are in Southwest Flor
ida). Similar ones exist in Chicago and in Myrtle
Beach, S.C.
“But there’s no doubt that a statewide organization
would be a natural step,” Cannon adds. “There are a
lot of things that we could do if we could speak to the
manufacturers with a united voice. It would make it
easier for us to tell them what’s good and what’s bad
about their equipment.”
And if a statewide organization is next, can a
national one be around the corner?
“Wow! That’s a lot to comprehend,” says Tino
Martinez, chief mechanic and shop foreman at Royal
Poinciana Golf Club in Naples. Florida. Martinez, a
former Air Force missile mechanic, helped found the
Southwest Florida TESTA in 1971 and saw it sputter

A couple of weeks ago, we reported on golf course
mechanics in Florida and Illinois who are forming
professional associations — peer support groups, if
you will — to help them keep up with the ever-in
creasing complexity of turf maintenance equipment.
In the process of gathering information for that
short story, three observations came sharply into
focus:
1. The turf equipment industry needs to develop
basic standards that can be translated easily into
short courses in turf equipment maintenance at
vocational and technical shools around the nation.
2. A nationally recognized certification program is
needed to identify highly skilled turf equipment
mechanics or, as many now prefer to be called,
service technicians.
3. Some golf course superintendents, with mem
ories so short that they have forgotten their own
roots, may actually impede progress toward achiev
ing items one and two.
Virtually every mechanic I talked to —unless he had
been through the one-year programs at either Lake
City (Fla.) Community College or Horry-Georgetown (S.C.) Technical College — bemoaned the non
availability of specific training on turf equipment.
“I was a mechanic in the Air Force before I got my
job here,” said John Porter, mechanic at Port
Charlotte (Fla.) Country Club. “I had never been on
a golf course before. I didn’t know anything about
the equipment and there wasn’t anybody at the
vo-tech school who could help me. If mechanics at
nearby courses hadn’t been so helpful, I don’t know
what I would have done.”
Porter, who is now secretary of Southwest Florida’s
Turf Equipment Service Technicians’ Association, or
TESTA, says this year he will be able to attend one of
the short schools run by Toro or Jacobsen “because
we have a new superintendent who wants me to. In
fact, he told me, ‘You will go.’”
“The day of the shade tree mechanic on the golf
course is over. . . if indeed it ever existed,” says Bruce
Williams, superintendent of Bob O’Link Golf Club
near Chicago. “We’re not dealing with simple
machines. Today’s turf equipment uses very ad
vanced hydraulics, big diesels. . . a greensmower
costs as much as a luxury car and is just as complex.
You need a competent, trained technician to take
care of it.”
Most mechanics coming onto golf courses today are
well trained on gasoline engines; many also have
training in diesel engines and a few are familiar with
hydraulics. But almost none have any experience
with reels and bedknives. The term “backlapping”
has no meaning to the novice golf course mechanic. .
. even if he was qualified to work on the Air Force’s
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SPECIFY THE BEST FOR YOUR GOLF COURSE

Warren's* TerraBond
PUTTING GREEN
CONSTRUCTION

SANDTRAP
LINING

Use TerraBond as a replacement for the usual 2"
coarse sand layer between the greens mix and
the gravel drainfield. The fabric will eliminate
downward migration of the mix into the gravel
and the subsequent reduction of water flow from
the green.
TerraBond’s high water permeability and highly
engineered uniform density and EOS (AOS) make
it an ideal fabric for this use. It will not rot in the
soil-water environment. Its horizontal (planar)
flow characteristic moves excess water horizontally
out to the sides.

SLOPE EROSION
CONTROL

Line the entire golf sand trap with TerraBond,
including 6 " under the surrounding sod. The
sod’s roots will knit the fabric to the soil beneath.
Clay and rocks will be totally restricted from
moving up into the sand.
Sand wash-down in rainstorms will be dramati
cally reduced, because TerraBond interrupts the
interface of sand/soil. Rakeup will be greatly
reduced. Time will be saved. Also, “ wrap the
gravel’ ’ in the trap drain to keep it flowing
indefinitely. TerraBond’s polyester will resist
chemical and ultraviolet degradation.

TerraBond is utilized beneath cut slope stone
protection (rip-rap) as shown above. The fabric
provides long-term confinement of cut slope or
fill material.
Being constructed of soft and pliable needlepunched polyester, TerraBond will remain stable
and functional for many years, in spite of
potential exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays
and/or concentrated hydrocarbons such as
gasoline, diesel fuel, oil or hydraulic fluid.

TerraBond also can be used in weed control, gravel path
construction, retaining wall filtration, subsurface drainage,
patio construction and planter filtration/separation.
Winter 1984*1985 Wind Desiccation Damage Test on bentgrass greens

warren's
TerraShield
*

Polyester 1 Geotextile Ground Covering

THE
EXPERTS
AGREE

. . . the best greens BLANKET
in the business.

*CALL FOR MORE

(Univ. of Nebraska-Test compared the protection of TerraShield cover
with clear plastic cover and uncovered control area.)
• Desiccation injury around test site was severe. Uncovered
control area had 60% damage. TerraShield covered area had
no injuries. Control area produced only 36% of the green
cover obtained under TerraShield blanket.
• Green-up occurred 24 days earlier with TerraShield . . . and
remained significantly greener than the uncovered control
area for 21 days after cover was removed.
• TerraShield produced 3 times the recuperative potential of the
^
control area . . . and twice that of clear plastic covered area.
• TerraShield enhanced soil temperature compared to uncovered
control area.
• TerraShield remained in place all winter with no ripping or
tearing despite heavy winds.

INFORMATION^ SAMPLES, AND WHPRICING.

IC entury Rain Aid I
31691 Dequindre

22159 Telegraph

3400 Jefferson, S.E.

Madison Heights, Ml 48071

Southfield, Ml 48034

Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

313-588-2992

313-358-2994

313-452-3373

CALL TOLL FREE number MICHIGAN 1-800-544-9219
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TORO

The N o. I nam e
in golf course irrig atio n .

It’s no coincidence that the country’s top golf courses use TORO
irrigation systems. Because there are more TORO systems installed on golf
courses than any other kind. For a number of very good reasons.

TORO

W ILKIE
TUrf Equipm ent D ivision , in e.
1050 OPDYKE RD.

P.O. BOX 749

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48056
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IRRIGATION DIVISION

(313) 373-8800

Michigan Special Olympics.
On May 7 the meeting at Tam-O-Shanter, hosted by
Mike Bay. At this meeting we heard guest speaker
Tom Jones from the GCSAA. We learned more about
the importance of keeping ourselves and clubs up to
date on the environment problems that may affect us.
We need to learn all we can about the new
environmental laws so we can keep ourselves and our
clubs updated on the costs and procedures.
Remember if anyone needs the tape from HallKimbrell to take to their greens committee meetings
please contact me.

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
With the 1989 golf season well on its way, I don’t
think any of us are looking forward to having the
same type of summer we had last year.
We have started the season off on a good note. On
May 1 we had the Special Olympics meeting at Arbor
Hills Country Club in Jackson. Thanks to Supt. Jim
Eccleton, the chairman and host of the Special
Olympics, we were able to donate $4,000.00 to the

Sincerely,
Charlie Gaige
President MBCGCSA

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 1989 TO
ANDY BERTONI
Presented by Ted Woehrle at the annual joint
meeting of the Golf Association of Michigan and the
Michigan and Border Cities Golf Course Superinten
dent Association, at the Detroit Golf Club, Michigan
on the 25th of March, 1989.
It is my pleasure this year to present the Michigan
and Border Cities Golf Course Superintendents Asso
ciation “Distinguished Service Award”. This award
was reinstated a few years ago to recognize Super
intendents who have contributed significantly over
the years to our local association and to golf.
Too often, certain individuals have served an
association and have never been recognized for their
efforts. This award is our way of honoring a member
for notable and distinguished service.
We feel that there are three criteria that this
individual must meet. First, an individual must have
had a significant influence upon our association;
secondly, he or she must have benefitted the profes
sion of the golf course superintendent; and, finally,
this person must have aided in the development and
enjoyment of the game of golf.
This years’ recipient more than meets these criteria
and surpasses them to a degree which few other
superintendents could match. Our recipient has
always been interested in advancing and promoting
the arts and sciences of turfgrass management. He is
the link joining our humble beginning as Greenkeepers to the present exciting profession of Golf
Course Superin tendency.
Andy Bertoni is known throughout the superin
tendent’s national and local community not only for
his professionalism, but especially for his ability to
add a touch of humor to any situation. Andy was
born in Genoa, Italy, and came to the United States
as an infant. He has lived in Michigan ever since.
Andy was introduced to the world of golf when he
worked as a caddy at Barton Hills C .C ., Ann Arbor,

Michigan. While attending Notre Dame, he worked
for a construction crew on a golf course. In 1945
Andy accepted a golf course superintendent position
at Barton Hills, the same club where he had caddied
years before. In 1952, he moved to the Meadowbrook
C .C ., Northville, Michigan where, as a superinten
dent, he hosted the Motor City Open on numerous

Andy Bertoni, (R) recieving the 1989 Distinguished
Service Award from Ted Woehrle, at the Annual GAM
and Border Cities GCSA.
occasions, and the PGA Championship in 1955 when
it was still being played as match play (where Ford
beat Middlecopf 4 and 3). Andy and Meadowbrook
were known for their great tournament-conditioned
golf course. Players and officials always appreciated
the efforts of Andy and his crew.
While he was at Meadowbrook, he was part of the
greatest management team in history. The pro at the
time was Chick Harbert and the Manager was Gene
C O N T IN U E D PA G E 16
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ANOTHER GREAT QUOTE ABOUT CENTURY GOLF TEAM!

« CENTURY SAVED
THE PROJECT.
THEY REDESIGNED IT
IN ONE WEEK
SO WE LOST NO TIME
ON THE JOB."

“ From 100
percent trees to
a developed golf
course in nine
months is
incredible.
“ We couldn
have done it
without
Century.
“ They came
through in the
clutch and hit
a home run

and they saved
us $230,000
in labor and
materials costs.

...

Harry Bowers
Golf Course Designer
Domino's Lodge
Golf Course
Drummond Island, Michigan

Want to get
a great quote
on your course's
irrigation system?
Call Century
Golf Team today!
31691 DEQUINDRE
MADISON HEIGHTS

313 588-2990
3400 JEFFERSON S.E.
GRAND RAPIDS

616 452-4032

CENTURY GOLF TEAM

■ The Dependability Irrigation People
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22159 TELEGRAPH
SOUTHFIELD

313 358-2994

GCSAA - PESTICIDES, CONT.

A plethora of experts and studies could be cited to
demonstrate the safety of 2, 4-D. In short, it is one of
the safest pesticides known to man. Golf course
superintendents use 2, 4-D with confidence because
of its overall safety record and effectiveness.
Conclusion: Golf course superintendents are trained
professionals who carefully use the safest available
chemicals as needed to do their jobs. Turfgrass
pesticides are generally safe and compatible with a
sound environment.
The risks associated with golf course use of chemicals
are negligible. The corresponding benefits in soil
stabilization, water management, aesthetic value and
recreational use greatly offset such risks. Negative
reports about safety are typically overblown.
GCSAA education programs provide superinten
dents with valuable information and training about
the safe use of turf pesticides. All these factors
combined ensure that golf course are very compatible
with a clean environment.

Dr. Thomas Watschke, a turfgrass specialist at the
Pennsylvania State University, notes that thick,
healthy turf reduces runoff to virtually meaningless
levels. ^
Compared with other patterns of land use, such as
farming or even residential areas, golf courses can
actually reduce total pollution loads to the environ
ment^
Education and Labeling: In addition to the training
required under federal and state laws, GCSAA
sponsors an extensive education program to assure
that professional golf course superintendents are well
trained in safe pesticide application techniques.
Experts have long noted that such training programs
are useful to assure safe and effective results when
using chemicals. Golf course superintendents are
trained chemical applicators and know how to utilize
pesticides safely.
Pesticides used on golf courses, like all pesticides, are
regulated by the federal government. The EPA keeps
a watchful eye on pesticide developments. Industry
analysts note that “only the safest, most effective and
marketable ones survive.” 10
In GCSAA training programs, turfgrass and
pesticide specialists stress the importance of following
the instructions provided on every chemical’s label to
assure safe use. Adherence to the directions provided
by the manufacturer assures achievement of the best
results and virtually risk-free pesticide application.H
2, 4-D as a Case Study: Based on over 40,000
scientific studies on the safety and effectiveness of
2,4-D (which makes it one of the most thoroughly
researched chemicals ever) and more than 40 years of
use in the real world, it has been proven that 2,4-D
does “not pose an imminent hazard or unreasonable
adverse effect when used as directed on product
labels. ”12
Experts agree that 2, 4-D is extremely safe. Yet,
occasional reports create adverse publicity. For
instance, many sources seized on the reports of a
University of Kansas and National Cancer Institute
telephone survey that linked 2, 4-D to non-Hodgkins
lymphoma (NHL).
However, few published the scientific reviews of the
study by noted experts. For example, Dr. Brian
MacMahon, professor and chairman of the Depart
ment of Epidemiology of the Harvard School of
Public Health, stated that “The weight of evidence
does not support the conclusion that there is an
association between exposure to 2, 4-D and N H L . ”13
The EPA has decided not to initiate any special
review of 2, 4-D, and a large body of scientific
evidence supports safe use of the chemical. Dr.
Donald Morgan of the University of Iowa’s College of
Medicine does not “believe 2, 4-D is a likely cause of
lymphoma, soft tissue sarcoma or other cancer.”14
The latest scientific eveidence gives 2, 4-D a clean bill
of health. A recently released Candian study found
“no evidence of increased mortality risk associated
with long-term exposure of 15 years or more” to 2,
4-D .15

1. Anne Leslie, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
"Do Golf Course Links Post Hazard to Waters? Study May
Find Out," Sunday Star News (Wilmington, NC), August
9. 1987, p. 9A.
2. Richard J. Cooper, reprinted from the Proceedings
of the 38th Canadian Turfgrass Conference, St. John,
New Brunswick, Canada, March 8-1 1, 1987, p. 37.
3. Bruce N. Ames, Renae Magnaw and Loue Swirsky
Gold, "Ranking Possible Carcinogenic Hazards," Science,
April 17, 1987.
4. Letter from Stuart Z. Cohen, May 13, 1987, p. 1.
5. Richard Holmes, "Golf Course Pesticide Study Near
Finish," Cape Cod Times, June 1 1, 1987.
6. H.D. Niemczyk and H.R. Krueger, "Persistence and
Mobility of Izasofos in Turfgrass Thatch and Soil," Jour
nal of Economic Entomology, August 1987, pp. 950-52;
"Evidence of Enhanced Degradation of Isofenphos in Turf
grass Thatch and Soil," Journal of Economic Entomology,
August 1987, pp. 880-82.
7. George Weigel, "Healthy Lawn Reduces Pesticide
Runoff to Next to Nothing," Harrisburg Patriot, July 1,
1986.
8. Cohen, letter, p. 1; Dr. Larry A. Roesner, "Quality
of Urban Runoff" in Urban Stormwater Hydrology, ed.
David F. Kibler (Washington, DC: American Geophysical
Union, 1982), p. 168.
9. J.V. Osmun and G.T. Weekman, "Pesticide Ap
plicator Training and Certification as a Factor in the
Management of Pesticides," Pesticide Management and
Insecticide Resistance, ed. by David L. Watson and
A.W.A. Brown (Academic Press, 1977), pp. 497-502.
10. "Bringing a New Pesticide to Today's Market," Golf
Course Management, June 1987, p. 66. Adapted from
material provided by lola Associated, Inc.
11. E.R. DeOng,etal, Insect, Disease and Weed Control
(New York: Chemical Publishing Co., 1972), p. 90.
12. Dr. Wendell R. Mullison, "The Industry Task Force
on 2, 4-D ," Greenmaster, June 1987, pp. 29-30.
13. "EPA Reviews Question 2, 4-D —Cancer Link," Lawn
Care Industry, January 1987, p. 12.
14. Lawn Care Industry, January 1987, p. 12.
15. "Report: EPA Softening on 2, 4-D ," Lawn Care In
dustry, March 1987, p. 42.
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ANDY BERTONI, CONT.

given to deserving graduate students. This was a time
in our history when turf grass management was first
offered in colleges. Many of you in this room today
owe your position as you know it, to this man who
had the foresight and courage to fight for his
profession. He helped to build and foster it into a
great and respected vocation. He has made our
profession an institution. Emerson once wrote that“an
institution is the lengthened shadow of one man” and Andy is that man - we all walk in the shadow of
Andy Bertoni. Andy has a son, Jimmy, who is a golf
course superintendent at Coto De Caza in El Toro,
California.
Supporting letters for Andy said such things as “The
mark of a true professional is the ability and
willingness to share one’s time, energy and talents
with one’s peers - Mr. Bertoni has done that since
1945.” Another letter said “He would assist anyone - at
times at his own expense. His heart is larger than he is
and he gives of himself with expertise and wonderful
wit to cheer you along.” “He is a knowledgeable,
experienced individual who cares for the younger
people in our profession and encourages them to
greater heights of achievement. He is someone who
has an intense interest in another human being’s
career and helps that person in every way he can. . . a
kind man who gently helped all of us up the ladder.”
He has always shown a genuine interest in people.
He has many friends because he is a friend.
We can all point with pride to the work of this man.
May I present Andy Bertoni - this year’s recipient of
the Distinguished Service Award.

Rawlings. Meadowbrook became the golf capital of
the private club circuit in the district for many years.
Andy stayed at Meadowbrook C.C. for 17 years until
1969 when he accepted a position at Holly Green
Golf Club in Holly, Michigan. In 1972, he accepted a
job with the W.A. Cleary Corp., a chemical supply
house for golf courses. Traveling across the nation,
representing Cleary Products, he was able to con
tinue his mission of promoting the golf course
superintendent. He convinced an awful lot of people
of the importance of the golf course superintendent.
He was always encouraging the weary superinten
dents that were trying to make a meaningful profes
sion out of greenkeeping.
He has always been very active in both the local and
national associations. He has served as director,
secretary-treasurer, vice-president and president of
the Michigan and Border Cities GCSA and was a
member of the Golf Association of Michigan Green
Committee. You may not know it, but it was Andy’s
idea to start the drive to solicit money from the clubs
for turf grass research. He was made an honorary
member of the Canadian GCSA and served on the
USGA Green Section Committee, and received the
1986 Distinguished Service Award of GCSAA.
Andy served as a director of GCSAA on two separate
occasions. While a director, he chaired the Public
Relations Cimmittee and the all important Scholar
ship and Research Committee, which was a new
committee. Through his efforts, the first scholarships
were awarded and the first money for research was

MEET
THE
PRO

^E X P E D ITE '
The PROfessional system to simplify pesticide application
• PROgrammable control and accuracy.

• PROmotes effective weed control.

• PROtects your workers.
• PROductivity and PROfits improve.

• Includes lightweight application
lance, premixed pesticides and
cleaner formulation.

EXPEDITE: The PROfessional system for professional results

TURFGRASS INC.

1-™-437'1427

Rich Locke Douglas Johanningsmeier

_gQ0 _521 -8 8 7 3

Keith Richards Gene Johanningsmeier

(Michigan only)

Expedite™ is a trademark of, and used under
license from, Nomix Pic. Always read and follow
label.
©Monsanto Company 1989
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GOLF W SBCRN INA PRETTY ROUGH NEIGHBORHOOD
The first golf course was just a path
through the linksland. And to keep it in shape
all you did was turn the sheep loose.
Things are a bit more complicated today.
Now you have to be part scientist, part econo
mist and part businessman. You have to man
age budgets, people and equipment. You have
to diagnose trouble and improvise solutions
on the spot.
Golf is the only major sport without a
standardized playing field. The person in
charge of it has to have a real affinity for both
the game and the land.
The Golf Course Superintendents
Association of America is an organization of
professionals dedicated to the highest standards
of modem course maintenance. Over 6,000
courses all over the world are under the care
of our members.
Golf has come a long way from its place
of birth. And we’re going to make sure it
stays there.

WE KEEP
GOLF GREEN.

COREMASTER 12 AERATOR

1200 BUNKER & FIELD RAKE
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3325 PROFESSIONAL TURF MOWER

Tired of the high cost of maintaining your vehicles?
CHECK OUT THE HIJET!

* Cut-a-way
* Full cab with guard bars

* Tipper with full cab and steel
doors

* Full cab with steel doors

* Lift pick tipper with steel doors

* Tipper with full cab and

* People mover

guard bars

* Security patrol unit

PFEIFFER L /M DAIHATSU
2424 28th Street, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

( 616)
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Tom Elliott

949-7800

PEER GROUPS, CONT.

Introducing a new benefit
from Chipco 26019...

for a decade before it finally sprang to life in 1981.
The organization now has 41 members meeting once
a month for a light meal (provided free by the host
golf course) and a seminar, usually conducted by a
manufacturer’s representative.
One thing that has led to TESTA’s vitality is that
membership is not restricted to golf course mechanics.
“We have men from lanscaping companies, the
county parks department, service reps and even an
instructor at the local vo-tech school,” Martinez said.
He added that local superintendents have encour
aged their mechanics to take part in TESTA activities
giving them time “on the clock” to attend meetings.
(“We don’t allow any alcoholic beverages or horsing
around,” Martinez says, conscious of the concerns
some superintendents might have.)
“In fact, one superintendent came to me and asked
me how he could possibly persuade his mechanic to
come to our meetings.”
Not all superintendents are so supportive, however.
In fact a few have tried to discouraged participation.
“Frankly, I think it’s a misguided fear of something
that might develope into a union kind of thing,” said
a superintendent who asked not to identified.
Those superintendents should remember that less
than two decades ago, their predecessors were still
struggling to gain professional recognition for own
organization. It would seem that a national GCMA
or TESTA is no more likely to become a union than
was the GCSAA.
“I think the idea (of a national mechanics’ organi
zation) is very good,” said Williams, the Chicago
superintendent. “The more education they get, the
better off we are. These guys are pretty sharp and it’s
important that they form a group amongst their
peers.”

convenient
Chipco* 26019 FLO

BOB DUGAN
Chipco Turf & Ornamental Specialist
P.O. BOX 398
ROMULUS, MICHIGAN 48174-0398
(313) 782-0323

8c(E ¿¡Bistrilmtors

,5

51000 (Irani»
^ixottt, ^iripgan 48096
(313-349-7779) (800-888-7779)

From GOLFW EEK,
October 22, 1988

Michigan’s Only Stocking Dealer
For
R & RPRO DUCTS

ON RISK

QUALITY REPLACEMENT PARTS
TORO
RYAN
NATIONAL

JACOBSEN
HAHN-WESTPOINT
ROSEMAN
RANSOMES
YAZOO
FORD
REEL SHARPENING COMPOUND

CUSHMAN
MOTT
EXCEL

To laugh is to risk appearing the fool
To weep is to risk appearing sentimental
To reach out for another is to risk involvement
To expose feelings is to risk exposing your true self
To place your ideas, your dreams before the world is
to risk loss
To live is to risk dying
To hope is to risk despair
To try at all is to risk failure
But to risk we must
Because the greatest hazard in life is to risk nothing
The man, the woman, who risks nothing
does nothing
has nothing
is nothing

CALL US TOLL FREE
800-888-7779
FOR YOUR SUPPLY ITEMS
FLAGS — POLES — RAKES — CUPS
WE ARE RICO MFG. ONLY DISTRIBUTORS FOR
MICHIGAN, OHIO, INDIANA AND ILLINOIS
EXCELLENT QUALITY PERSONALIZED TUBE FLAGS
SOLID FIBERGLASS POLES WITH SOLID IMPREGNATED COLOR
FIBERGLASS RAKE HANDLE, FOAM FILLED TO FLOAT
14" or 22" RAKE HEAD
PUTTING GREEN FLAGS AND POLES - CUPS
WE ALSO HANDLE LEWIS AND PAR AIDE
REPLACEMENT SEATS FOR GOLF CARTS...TRACTORS...ETC.

Anonymous
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TREE TRANSPLANTING
LARGE TREES UP TO 11” DIAMETER

ARMSTRONG
LAWN AND TREE, INC.

‘YOUR EVERGREENS SHOULD BE MOVED N O W .”
731-5550
264-8803

44275 Whithorn
Sterling Heights, Michigan 48078

The No. I name

TORO

in golf course irrigation.
The right amount of water

At the
right time

In the right place
W ILKIE

TORO

TUrf Equipm ent D ivision, In c.
1050 OPDYKE RD. • P.O. BOX 749 • PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48056 • (313) 373-8800
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members of Society.
Soon it came to pass
That certain well-fed members of Society
Dissapproved of the Farmer using Science.
They spoke harshly of his techniques for feeding,
protecting, and preserving plants and animals.
They deplored his upsetting the Balance of Nature;
They longed for the Good Old Days.
And this had emotional appeal to the rest of Society.
By this time Farmers had become so efficient,
Society gave them a new title:
Unimportant Minority.
Because Society could not ever imagine a
shortage of food.
Laws were passed abolishing Pesticides,
Fertilizers, and Food preservatives.
Insects, Diseases, and Weeds flourished.
Crops and animals died.
Food became scarce.
To survive, Industrialists, Artists and Doctors were
forced to grow their own food.
They were not very efficient.
People and governments fought wars to gain
more agricultural land.
Millions of people were exterminated.
The remaining few lived like animals.
Feeding themselves on creatures and
plants around them.
And this was called in balance with nature.
From the Georgia Golf Course
Superintendent’s Association Newsletter
Contributed by William I. Segars

In the beginning
There was Earth, beautiful and wild;
And then man came to dwell.
At first, he lived like other animals
Feeding himself on creatures and plants
around him.
And this was called in balance with nature.
Soon man multiplied.
He grew tired of ceaseless hunting for food;
He built homes and villages.
Wild plants and animals were domesticated.
Some men became farmers so that others might
become Industrialists, Artists or Doctors.
And this was called Society.
Man and Society progressed.
With his God-given ingenuity, man learned to feed,
clothe, protect, and transport himself more
efficiently so he might enjoy Life.
He built cars, houses on top each other, and nylon.
And life became more enjoyable.
The men called Farmers became efficient.
A single farmer grew food for 28 Industrialists,
Artists, and Doctors.
And Writers, Engineers, and Teachers as well.
To protect his crops and animals, the Farmer
produced substances to repel or destroy Insects,
Diseases, and Weeds.
These were called Pesticides.
Similar substances were made by Doctors to
protect Humans.
These were called Medicine.
The Age of Science had arrived and with it came
better diet and longer, happier lives for more
ALONG THE LINE
with Ruby Ingraham

BEARD RECEIVES USGA
GREEN SECTION AWARD

“Friendship needs no symbol,
Or vow to make it whole;
It’s just a sacred covenant
That’s locked within the soul;
It knows no creed or station,
Or thought of gain or fame,
For what it does is sacred,
And is done in Friendship’s name.”

Dr. James B. Beard, an internationally recognized
turfgrass researcher, has been named the recipient of
the 1989 Green Section Award of the United States
Golf Association.
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LOW COST DAMS
SEA WALLS
RETAINER WALLS
WOOD • STEEL • PVC
VERTICAL INSTALLATION
BRIDGES

o x fo b d

1430 E. D rahner Rd.
O xford, M ichigan 48051

MINIMAL OR NO DAMAGE TO COURSE

PROCESSED PEAT
C u s to m M ix e s

am erlcan m arin e
shore c o n tro l
313-673-3320

to .

FRED LA T T A • 313/628-5991

313-623-9495
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ANNUAL MICHIGAN SPECIAL OLYMPICS
FUNDRAISER SUCCESSFUL
This year’s Michigan Special Olympics fundraiser
was held at Arbor Hills C.C. in Jackson, Michigan.
The vendors and supply people stood tall on their tees
as they donated their time to this most worthy cause.
Without the golf course supply people this event
would not be possible. The following list represents
the companies that paid $175.00 each to sponsor a
golf tee. When you see any one of the representatives
from these companies, please let them know that
their effort in this yearly event does not go unnoticed.
Their support helped raise $4250.00 for the Michigan
Special Olympics this year. The companies and
individuals that contributed are as follows:

that participated there were over 30 superintendents.
This seems to be a fair amount but it can improve. If
anyone has any feedback on how this event can be
improved, please let me know. The date alone may
be a factor in the participation of the golf course
superintendent.
Again, I would to thank all of the above mentioned
golf course supply people for their continued support
of the annual Michigan Special Olympics fundraiser.
Thank You,
James P. Eccleton C.G.C.S.
Committee Chairman
Michigan Special
Olympics fundraiser

Ideal Mower Sales
Spartan Dist.
Elanco
Mollema & Sons
JDX
Wilkie Turf
W .F. Miller
Lesco, Inc.
Benham Chemicals
Tire Wholsalers
Amturf
Ellis Sales
Century
Jim McGuire
Pfeiffer
Turfgrass, Inc.
Scotts
D & C Sales
Lawn Equipment
The timing of this event may not be the most
convenient for some superintendents — May 1 is a
busy time of year for our business — of the 15 teams

“SALVATION JONES” ON WASHING WINDOWS
To approximately one gallon of hot water (as hot as
you can comfortably tolerate) add two tablespoons of
corn starch. Wash the window and dry immediately.
You will be pleased with the ease, the speed and the
result.
In all probability you will never again buy those
expensive window cleaners.

O TTE R B IN E DECORATIVE FO U N TA IN S
OTTERBINE Aerators can helpyou keep unsightly algae growth and objectionable odors under
control naturally. The fact that OTTERBINES also create beauty - is just one of the many
benefits of using our Spray Sculpture Floating Fountains. We create beauty while solving
problems. LIGHTING AVAILABLE FOR DRAMATIC NIG HTIM E BEAUTIFICATION

CALL TOLL FREE 1 - 800 - 544 - 9219

¡C entury Rain Aid !

31691 Dequindre
Madison Hts., Ml 48071

22159 Telegraph
Southfield, Ml 48034

3400 Jefferson S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

313/588-2992

313/358-2994

616/452-3373
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SOIL TEST, CONT.

TURFGRASS INC.
Serving you better with. .
Technical information
Fungicide programs
Free timely delivery
. . . Quality products
Fertilizers

The Andersons, Lebanon
Country Club, Nitroform, Turfgrass

Chemicals

Dupont, Ampel, Ciba-Geigy, W.A.
Cleary, Chipco, Daconil, Mobay,
Elanco, NAIAD, Dow, Monsanto, Bio
Greenskeeper, Agri Diagnostics,
Mallinckrodt, Nor-Am, Riverdale, Pana
Sea, Miller, Agri-Plex 4X

Seeds

Northrup King
Medalist Turf Products

Spreaders &
Sprayers

Cyclone, Spyker, Back Pack, Wheely,
Spray-Hawk

Golf Supplies

Lewisline, Par Aide, Standard, ForePar, Yankee, United Stockmen, Chix,
Fox Valley

Safety Equipment

Mine Safety Equipment

Soil Management

Grid System, TerraFlow, TerraBond,
TerraCover

Markers

Richway, Blazon

1-313-437-1427

Rich Locke

O ffice

Douglas Johanningsmeier

1-800-521-8873

Keith Richards

(Michigan Only)

Gene Johanningsmeier

material. A quart of feathers has a much lower bulk
density than a quart of sand. By comparing this value
to the others, we can tell why a mix may be causing
problems. For instance, a mix with high capillary
pore space and high water retention can have too
much soil or other fines in it, or it can have too much
peat. If there is too much soil, the bulk denstiy will be
high; if there is too much peat, the bulk density will
be low. So this value provides a rapid means of
determination of the nature of a mix. Interestingly
enough, a very high and a very low bulk density will
have approximately the same effect on the green,
which a high degree of compaction, with a cor
responding loss of turfgrass.
The final major value usually considered is
permeability, or infiltration. This measures the vol
ume of water which will move through a known
volume of compacted material in a given time period.
There have been specific, stated limits on infiltration
until recently. The new re-issue of the USGA
specifications has removed these limits, subject to the
overall suitability of the mix.
This has been, and continues to be a hot
controversy. What is right, what is wrong, who is
right, who is wrong? Since the work we do is based
on the USGA Green Section Specifications, we
always test materials assuming the greens will be
constructed this way; unless told otherwise.
If the USGA specifications are followed precisely,
including the inclusion of the intermediate layer,
which has just become mandatory, water only moves
12”. It is stopped at that point by the perched water
table effect. With appropriate overall values in a mix,
permeability ranges are more complex than merely
looking at a single number, and deciding that a
greens mix is good or bad, on no other basis.
We have discussed the meaning of the values
examined to create greens mixes. Now down to the
real question: What do these values mean to you?
In general, in most of the region, you would seek
mixes with 19 to 25 % non-capillary pore space (small
pore space). This balance of pore space would keep
your water retentions below 15% , and your bulk
densities between about 1.32 and 1.42 grams per cc.
This set of values means that the summer heat, and
the high humidities common to this area can be offset
by having manipulated the soil structure to be
pourous and relatively dry.
Every geographical region has its own peculiarties,
and its own needs. The most common problem we see
in this region is a difficulty in getting properly clean
sand delivered to a job site. This seems to be a factor
of some lack of understanding on the part of the
suppliers, as well as the production methods common
to the region.
Getting good green mixes in this part of the world
often involves a careful monitoring of materials
during delivery and construction. Doubling the
quantity of silt in a selected sand, or picking up an
additional 25 to 50% fines can create a disaster
condition waiting to happen. W hat will usually
happen is that water retention and bulk density will
rise; in a summer like the one just past, this set of
21
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GCSAA - WILDLIFE. COIMT.

When course development in the Coachella Valley
near Palm Springs, California threatened an endan
gered species of lizard, the government, developers,
and environmentalists worked together to establish a
wildlife preserve that would be compatible with
course development J Obviously, with proper plan
ning, golf course development need not threaten any
endangered animals.
CONCLUSIONS: Golf courses are one of those rare
kinds of development that can easily harmonize with
the natural world, given proper planning and antici
pation of potential problems. Golf courses serve as
sanctuaries for animal life and need not employ harsh
measures to keep wildlife from interfering with the
game. Golf course developers respect the environ
ment and can provide habitats to preserve the various
species affected by the presence of the course.

O Shemin Nurseries»
HORTICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
O u r S tandard Is Excellence

INTRODUCES
A NEW BENEFIT FROM
CHIPCO 26019...
A LOW PRICE!!
r -----A $20.«o/bag 21b.

1 National Association of Audubon Societies, Golf
Clubs as Bird Sancturies (1929).
Buy 10 Cases,
2 Jolee Edmonson,“Hazards of the Game”, Audubon,
Get 1 Case FREE.
Nov. 1987, pp. 25, 27.
3“Working With Nature’s Own To Achieve Insect
Buy 20 Cases,
Control”, Golf Course Management, April 1987,
p.28.
Get 3 Cases FREE.
4 Jeffrey Marley, “Controlling Wildlife On And
TELL US YOU SAW IT IN THE
Around The Course”, Golf Course Management,
April 1987, p.14
PATCH OF GREEN.
5 Jeffrey Marley, p.26.
6“We Don’t Move Until The Baby Hawks Fly”, Golf WHILE SUPPLY LASTS!!
Course Management, Feb. 1987, p.145.
7 Dwight Holing,“Lizards and the Links”, Audubon,
Nov. 1987, p.39.
SOIL TEST, CONT.

characteristics can change a course with some pro
blems into a desert.
A major reason for learning how these values affect
the development of a new green is their predictive
capability. Most greens will grow for about two years
with relatively few problems, no matter how they are
built. After that, the problems come thick and fast,
and the effects indicated by the original tests begin to
show themselves. Far too many greens are being
rebuilt these days, because known potentials are not
properly understood.
With a good selection of materials, and an under
standing of the mechanics of good greens construc
tion and function, it is possible to head off many
agronomic problems before they start. As far as the
cost in concerned, consider that the first USGA spec
greens are thirty years old, and still going strong,
while many greens built without good structure will
have to be rebuilt within five years. That is about as
good a return on an investment as anyone can
expect; having this knowledge can make selling your
club on good construction parameters much simpler.
The key to building good greens is primarily
communication. The more information you can
supply to your advisors, be they soil laboratory,
agronomist, architect, construction company, or
material supplier, the better your golf greens can be.

Spring is here and Shemin
is ready!
Fresh stock arriving daily in our
Nursery yard!!
Our warehouses are full of all the chemicals,
fertilizers^ grass seeds and tools
you will need for spring!

We are now open on Saturday from 8:00 am to
12:00 noon to better serve your needs.
Call us today!

O ne S top S ource
HORTICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
6900 PARDEE ROAD
TAYLOR, M ICHIG AN 48180
(313) 291-1200
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percolated through the profile readily, pulling air
into the non-capillary pore spaces as they drained.
These are fine points, to be sure, but as long as we
are dealing with defoliated turf we need all the help
we can get. There are few black or white options. For
instance, at what point does shade become a limiting
factor? Or, how much wind movement is necessary
across a putting surface for best moisture and heat
dissipation?
It is now mandatory to exert maximum control on
the controllables. Sand quality is easily determined
by sieving and particle size distribution can be
specified. This is a simple and direct situation. The
success of straight, uniformly sized sand topdressing
has been widely demonstrated since Madison pro
posed in 1974. Organic additives are another story,
and are bothersome.
Peat bothers me because of the tremendous variation
possible in the sources. The amount of detrimental
non-organic material can vary widely within a very
small area in a “mine”. Clay, silt and very fine sand
content can be amazingly high in peats that “look”
and “feel” good. The only judge of quality is a rather
detailed laboratory test. In construction, quality
control is possible because purchases are in large,
checkable lots. In year-to-year topdressing, though,
some change is inevitable.
We cannot argue with the success that many
superintendents have had with sand/peat topdressing
even though an 80/20 mix is not 80/20 after the little
peat balls are dragged or mowed off. (Perhaps that
loss is beneficial.) Variability here is seldom checked,
making straight sand topdressing more and more
palatable.
Research projects and experiences during the 1988
season have clarified a few points for 1989 consump
tion :
1. Regardless of the weather conditions in May and
June, Summer Patch treatments should begin when
soil temperature at a 2” depth reaches 65°F. A second
application should follow in a month. The Michigan
State trials showed Rubigan, Bayleton and Banner to
be very effective fungicides. Dr. Vargas feels that
Banner may also be effective with slightly later
applications.
2. Dr. Shearman at Nebraska believes that on days
when it is evident that syringing will be needed, it
sould begin just before noon so that the water
droplets on the turf will dissipate the heat via
evaporation during the period when solar radiation is
at its peak. This will reduce the amount of heat
reaching the turf, thus minimizing heat buildup.
3. Relative humidity levels are extremely important
as the temperatures rise and when the soil is
adequately moist. Evaporative cooling is minimal
when atmospheric moisture is high, so general
irrigation may be more harmful than beneficial.
Daytime hand watering (or just syringing) the high
spots when needed is a better idea. Making wet soil
even water has no cooling effect— it just reduces the
soil oxygen supply. Even the most sophisticated

wm.F.seii
0 Son.lnc.
SINCE 1923

RENTAL
SALES - SERVICE

★LOADERS ★SWEEPERS
★TRENCHERS ★MOWERS
★ROTARY CUTTERS
★BACK HOE DIGGERS
★BACK FILL BLADES
★POST HOLE DIGGERS
JOB TAILORED EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE LINE OF
MATERIAL HANDLING
& FARM EQUIPMENT

CALL

282-5100

16555 TELEGRAPH RD. - TAYLOR
1 Mile South of Eureka

FREE ESTIMATES
FULLY INSURED

SPECIALIZING IN
GOLF COURSE WORK.
TREE TRANSPLANTING
YOUR TREES OR OURS
TREE REMOVAL,
TRIMMING, SHRUBS,
POWER STUMP REMOVAL.
Visit Our Nursery at
6220 GRASS LAKE ROAD,
MILFORD, MICHIGAN 48042

C O N T IN U E D NE XT PA G E
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irrigation system is incapable of solving all the water
problems on undulating terrain. That’s when quality
management shows its value.
In the future we must give more consideration to the
grass plant as a whole and its interactions with the
rest of the environment. The more that we reduce
any factor limiting growth, the better the turf can
withstand the cultural stesses which we inflict. That
future is now.

Turf Chemicals Inc.
1011 E. Main
P.O. Box 451
Owosso, Michigan 48867
Phone: (517) 725-7145

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR ALL OF YOUR FERTILIZER,
CHEMICAL AND GRASS SEED NEEDS

Misc. M ELEX GOLF CART PARTS
List available upon request.
Contact: ST. CLAIR SHORES C.C.
JERRY COMEAU, 294-2000

EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLE
PEOPLE TO SERVE YOU

RANSOMES BOB-CAT
T-24N
61” deck, gas - 24 hp., ONAN 260, used one season
Asking $5,500.00
Financing Available
Call Brian Cairns at General Funding
962-5800

★ RUSS HANCOCK

* L O U BECKMAN

★ JIM HYDE
★ FRED MILLER

★ TED KASEL

Worriedaboutselectivetall
fescue control?
Buya 10-pack today!
And, stopworrying!
LESCO TFC™ Herbicide is the first product
to provide selective spot control of tall fescue in
Kentucky bluegrass, bentgrass, fine fescue, bahiagrass and bermudagrass without digging or spot
treating with a non-selective herbicide.
A water dispersible granule, LESCO TFC is
convenience and accuracy in a 10 pack.
Order today!
Nationwide • (800) 321-5325
In Ohio-(800) 686-7413

Always read and follow label instructions before using any chemical product.

LESCO, Inc. 20005 Lake Road, Rocky River,
Ohio 44116,(216)333-9250
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Runabout
SPECIFICATIONS:
MODEL 531 Runabout
BODY:
3-Wheel with Pick-Up Box, Tow Hitch, Front Bumper, Light Switch, Hour
Meter, Horn, Amemeter, Gasoline Gauge.
PERFORMANCE:
Rated Capacity: 1900 lbs.
Speed (max): 18 mph
POW ER:
Engine: 22 hp. OMC, Die-Cast Aluminum, Two Horizontally-Opposed Cylinders
Air Cooled, 4 Cycle
CLUTCH: 6.5” Commercial
TRANSMISSION: H Shift Pattern, 3 Speeds Forward and 1 Reverse
D IFFEREN TIA L: 10.25:1 Axle Ration (worm gear)
GOVERNOR: Overspeed Type
THE STANDARD BY WHICH THE OTHERS ARE MEASURED.

C U SH M A N ’
BUILT

Haton (Equipment &erbtce & &ale$
151 N. PERRY
PONTIAC, M ICHIGAN 48058
(313) 858-7700

TO L A S T

so your tender turf thrives with less compaction. And
the wide 4-wheel stance offers excellent traction,
increased stability and a tight turning radius.

Introducing the all-new Jacobsen LF-100, the
5-gang designed to increase your lightweight mow
ing productivity.
The wing mowers are up front for better visibility. So
the operator can hold a closer line—even at mowing
speeds over 5 mph—to take full advantage of the 100"
cutting width. This unique, up-front configuration also
gives better access to all mowing units to quickly empty
catchers and make mower adjustments easy.

Built to last. The LF-100 has a proven, rugged chassis,
a durable and simple hydraulic system and liquidcooled diesel engine for a longer, trouble-free life on
your fairways.
What’s more, the entire machine is backed by your
Jacobsen distributor, so you’re never far from depend
able parts and service support.
See all the LF-100 differences. Ask your Jacobsen
distributor for a free demonstration. Attractive lease
and finance
plans available.
Or contact:
Jacobsen,
1721 Packard
Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc
Ave., Racine,
Wl 53403.

Heavy-duty reels deliver a greens-like cut. New heavyduty reel construction provides extra strength for long
life in demanding fairway conditions. The fully float
ing, 22-inch steerable 7-blade reels are heavier to
follow ground contours closely, for that smooth, consis
tent Jacobsen cut that’s the envy of the industry.

TEXTRON

True lightweight mowing. Newly designed low-profile
turf tires produce the lightest ground pressure, and
the rear wheels roll on a different track than the front,

GARDEN AND LAWN EQUIPMENT

25125 TRANS-X

N O V I, M ICHIG AN 48050
(313) 349-4100

_______________

"A Patch of Green”
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